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Doing things digitally is our preference. Tick the box if you are not happy to receive
correspondence via email:
Tick the box if you would like to subscribe to the Aberdeenshire LDP eNewsletter:

Fair processing notice
Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statements:
By submitting a response to the consultation, I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the
information provided in this form, including my personal data, as part of the review of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. This will include consultation on the Main Issues Report
(including any subsequent Proposed Plan).
I also agree that following the end of the consultation, i.e. after 8 April 2019, my name and
respondent identification number (provided to you by Aberdeenshire Council on receipt of your
submission) can be published alongside a copy of my completed response on the Main Issues
Report website (contact details and information that is deemed commercially sensitive will not be
made available to the public).
The data controller for this information is Aberdeenshire Council. The data on the form will be used
to inform a public debate of the issues and choices presented in the Main Issues Report of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. It will inform the content of the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
Aberdeenshire Council will only keep your personal data for as long as is needed. Aberdeenshire
Council will retain your response and personal data for a retention period of 5 years from the date
upon which it was collected. After 5 years Aberdeenshire Council will review whether it is
necessary to continue to retain your information for a longer period. A redacted copy of your
submission will be retained for 5 years beyond the life of the Local Development Plan 2021,
possibly until 2037
Your Data, Your Rights
You have got legal rights about the way Aberdeenshire Council handles and uses your data, which
include the right to ask for a copy of it, and to ask us to stop doing something with your data.
If you are unhappy with the way that Aberdeenshire Council or the Joint Data Controllers have
processed your personal data then you do have the right to complain to the Information
Commissioner’s Officer, but you should raise the issue with the Data Protection Officers first. The
Data Protection Officers can be contacted by writing to:


Mr Andrew Lawson, Data Protection Officer, Aberdeenshire Council, Business Services,
Town House, 34 Low Street, Banff, AB45 1AY

If you have difficulty understanding this document and require a translation, or you need help
reading this document (for example if you need it in a different format or in another language),

please phone us on 01467 536230.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Kirkwood Homes Limited (Kirkwood) recognise that the Main Issues Report (MIR) is a key stage in
the preparation of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021 (LDP 2021) as it sets out
options for how the LDP 2021 could be prepared both in terms of policy and identifying land
allocations for development.
1.2 Kirkwood welcome the opportunity to comment on the MIR and the following reaffirms the
company position on individual site bids as they relate to Ury Estate, Stonehaven. Separate policy
representations have also been submitted in relation to Policies H1 Housing Land and H2
Affordable Housing.
1.3 In liaison with FM Ury Limited, Kirkwood continues to promote and deliver long-term, coordinated,
attractive and sustainable residential environs at Ury.

Kirkwood welcome the recognition within

the MIR that Ury can accommodate new housing through a number of LDP cycles relieving the
pressure from other, potentially more sensitive sites around Stonehaven whilst simultaneously
providing enabling funding for essential infrastructure and the wider maintenance and
enhancement of the Ury Estate.

As the estate-wide Masterplan illustrates, the combination of

residential, commercial and leisure development at Ury will create a new, accessible and high
quality north-western edge to Stonehaven enabling the town to sustainably straddle the A90 whilst
also embracing the new junction allowing quick access to the AWPR.
2.0 Call for Sites (March 2018)
2.1 During the ‘Call for Sites’ stage, Kirkwood Homes submitted three bids relating to Ury Estate,
Stonehaven as follows.
Bid 1: East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven
2.2 Inclusion as allocated sites that will be implemented up to 2021 and beyond; increase in numbers
on currently consented site (179 units) by 33 additional units to 212 total.
Bid 2: East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven
2.3 Allocation of land to north of Bid 1 for residential use, 60 units, in period 2021-2026.
Bid 5: Mackie Village, Ury Estate, Stonehaven
2.4 Allocation for the requisite level of Affordable Housing associated with Bids 1 & 2.
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2.5 Two separate bids at Blue Lodge, also within the Ury Estate, were submitted by APT Planning &
Development on behalf of Ury Estate Limited. These were referred to as Bids 03 & 04.
2.6 Overall, these submissions reaffirmed the ongoing approach to promote, through effective
masterplanning, the timeous implementation of currently consented sites, alongside further
appropriate allocations.

The remix of the currently consented sites and the sympathetic

development of further parcels of land with a marketable variety of house types and sizes will
therefore continue to ensure that Ury continues to grow as a desirable place to live.
2.7 There is of course an extensive planning history at Ury Estate and positive discussions remain
ongoing with Aberdeenshire Council with regard to current developments and additional future
opportunities. The additional local benefits afforded by the proposed and future opportunities
include the creation of a link road between the Slug Road and Netherley Road, a proposed retail
store and a new hotel development.

Additionally, a number of pedestrian and cycle routes

throughout the Ury Estate ensure good connectivity and access to Stonehaven for schools,
employment and other community and commercial facilities.
2.8 As way of update, the ongoing residential development at Ury by Kirkwood Homes has, despite the
recent downturn, continued to sell well due to sensible pricing and an evolving market appropriate
mix of house types. The ongoing and reactive change in market mixes has provided the opportunity
for increased numbers within the currently consented area, Bid 1: East Lodge, Ury Estate,
Stonehaven (MIR Ref: KN102 / Draft LDP - OP2), and the confidence to propose further
development, Bid 2: East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven (MIR Ref: KN103 / Draft LDP - OP6),
directly to the north.
2.9 In terms of delivery, the submitted bids sought to confirm the continuity of supply and an
incremental growth of the permitted mixed-use area. To date, approximately 75 - 80 houses have
been completed with a completion rate of approximately 30 per annum. With planning permission
in place for 361 private units, it is anticipated that at least a further 100, including affordable units,
will be completed in the next 2-3 years, i.e. up to the start of the new LDP period.
3.0 Main Issues Report / Draft LDP (2019)
3.1 The MIR recognises that Stonehaven is an important sub-regional service centre providing a variety
of services, has strong demand for development, is located in the Strategic Growth Area in the
Strategic Development Plan (SDP) and within the Aberdeen Housing Market Area (AHMA).
such, it plays an important role in delivering strategic housing allowances.
3.2 In response to the three bids referenced above, the MIR / Draft LDP sets out the following.
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Bid 1: East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven (MIR Ref: KN102 / Draft LDP - OP2)
3.3 The MIR recognises the principle of enabling development for Ury House is well established and
also the need to reduce house sizes to reflect market conditions and therefore the proposed
increase in the housing numbers in line with the bid to 212 units is accepted within the MIR.
3.4 The ‘Draft Proposed LDP’ therefore updates the site allocation OP2 to the requested bid for 212
units and this is therefore supported.
3.5 The ‘Draft Proposed LDP’ also adds in 2 new requirements and we would comment as follows:
3.5.1

“A bridge across the Cowie Water, which forms part of the link road between the
B9979 and A957, must be provided before the development is completed”.

Response: This is accepted as being within the overall phasing context of the Ury Masterplan and
is capable of delivery.
3.5.2

“It is expected that the site will contribute towards affordable housing in line with Policy
H2 Affordable Housing. This should be delivered as part of the early phases of
development and be integrated into the design of the development to provide a mix of
house types and sizes to meet local needs”.

Response: Regarding the delivery location of the requisite number of affordable housing units
associated with this allocation, the principle has already been established through current consents
that the affordable housing units will be delivered on Draft LDP site OP7, formerly part of OP2
within the 2017 LDP (Kirkwood Bid 05, MIR Ref: KN104, see paras 3.8 to 3.9.6 below).

This

principle should therefore continue to be accommodated for the additional 33 units now allocated
above the currently consented 179 and there should be no requirement to provide on site
affordable housing within OP2.

For clarification, the 25% requirement for the Affordable Housing

quota for the 33 units relative to OP2 should therefore be accommodated within Draft LDP site
OP7.

Bid 2: East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven (MIR Ref: KN103 / Draft LDP - OP6)
3.6 The proposed site acts as a northern extension to the existing OP2 site and relies on the
completion of bid KN102, reference above.

The MIR recognises that this site would indeed round

off OP2 and therefore includes this site within the Draft LDP as a new allocation OP6 for the
requested 60 homes. This reflects the bid and is therefore supported.
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3.7 The draft allocation also places the following requirements on the development of the site and we
comment as follows:
3.7.1

“Development of this site should not be undertaken until the houses allocated on site
OP2, the supermarket site next to OP7 and the link road between the B9979 and the
A957 are built. This includes the bridge over Cowie Water”.

Response: The link road is a technical requirement, is capable of delivery and is accepted as being
within the overall phasing context of the Ury Masterplan. Delivery of this residential site cannot
however be reliant on the delivery of the supermarket, which is a commercial operation within its
own right and vulnerable to market variations. The reference to the site being dependent on the
delivery of the supermarket should therefore be deleted.
3.7.2

“Future development should ensure that appropriate access is gained for the site and
this should be considered in consultation with the Council’s Road and Transportation
Departments”.

Response: Noted and agreed.
3.7.3

“Strategic Landscaping will be required along the northern boundary, which is identified
as site P9”.

Response: P9 is included within the Draft LDP “To provide strategic landscaping for site OP6”.
The principle of strategic landscaping in this location is indeed set out within Kirkwoods “Call for
Sites” submission, including the northern landscape belt, i.e. shown within the detailed layout for 60
units on the site and the principle is therefore supported. It should however be recognised within
the LDP’s description of P9 that the submitted layout remains indicative and subject to detailed
analysis at the planning application stage.

The precise boundary of P9 therefore may change

slightly to accommodate the requisite number of units, whilst still performing and not
compromising its strategic landscape function.
3.7.4

“It is expected that the site will contribute towards affordable housing in line with Policy
H2 Affordable Housing.
This should be delivered as part of the early phases of
development and be integrated into the design of the development to provide a mix of
house types and sizes to meet local need”.

Response: This principle is agreed, noting the separate representations regarding Policy H2
Affordable Housing.
3.7.5

“Development on this site must accord with Policy P4 (Hazardous and potentially
polluting developments and contaminated land) and the Health and Safety Executive
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“Planning Advice for Developments near Hazardous Installations”, owing to the
presence of one or more oil or gas pipelines in the vicinity”.
Response:

The site is partly affected by the BP Forties 380m middle zone and this will be

addressed through any application for planning permission.

Bid 5: Land at Mackie Village, Ury Estate, Stonehaven (MIR Ref: KN104 / Draft LDP OP7)
3.8 This site acts as an extension to OP2. Within the ‘Call for Sites’, the proposal was to increase the
capacity of this site to accommodate the requisite level of affordable housing associated with Bid
01 (KN102) and Bid 02 (KN103), above.

The site has now been identified within the MIR / Draft

LDP as OP7 for 84 homes and this is supported.
3.9 The draft allocation places the following requirements on development of the site and we would
comment as follows:
3.9.1

“Part of this site was previously allocated as site OP2 in the 2017 LDP. The site was
allocated to enable the redevelopment of Ury House.
Planning permission for a
residential development is pending on part of this site. The site is located to the north
of Stonehaven and is separated from the main development by the A90”.

Response: Noted.
3.9.2

“Future development should ensure that appropriate access is gained for the site and
this should be considered in consultation with the Councils Road and Transportation
Departments. To avoid increasing the volume of traffic going through the centre of
Stonehaven, it is preferred that the planned link road from site B979 to A957/Slug
Road (and across the Cowie Water) are built prior to the completion of this site.
Consideration should also be given to providing footpath linkages with Stonehaven as
well as providing safe routes to School”.

Response: The roundabout and access will be delivered as one element of the required consents
and albeit “preferred” that the link road be built prior to completion of this site, this cannot be a
finite requirement and the reference should therefore be deleted.
3.9.3

“A significant buffer strip would be required alongside the Cowie Water. Strategic
landscaping should be provided along the A90 to protect the setting of Stonehaven and
local amenity. This is identified as site P10”.
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Response: Noted.
3.9.4

“A flood risk assessment may be required for the site”.

Response: The statement is noted although there is no record of any previous flooding and the site
is not identified as being at risk of river or surface water flooding within the SEPA flood maps.

Any

overland flow risk can be managed by site drainage.
3.9.5

“It is expected that the site will contribute towards affordable housing in line with Policy
H2 Affordable Housing. This should be delivered as part of the early phases of
development and be integrated into the design of the development to provide a mix of
house types and sizes to meet local need”.

Response: This is a site for 100% affordable housing with two planning applications, both
benefitting from resolutions to grant consent subject to Section 75 agreements, on part of the site
for 47 affordable homes (APP/2018/2227) and 44 affordable homes (APP/2018/2228). It is
therefore highly likely that these sites will be delivered in advance of adoption of the LDP.
3.9.6

“Development on this site must accord with Policy P4 (Hazardous and potentially
polluting developments and contaminated land) and the Health and Safety Executive
“Planning Advice for Developments near Hazardous Installations”, owing to the
presence of one or more oil or gas pipelines in the vicinity”.

Response: The site is partly affected by the BP Forties pipeline and this will be addressed through
any application for planning permission.
4.0 Conclusion
4.1 Overall, the additional housing numbers and additional land allocations within OP2, OP6 and OP7
are welcomed and supported. However, to ensure effective delivery we would be grateful if the
above comments could also be taken into account when preparing the Proposed Local
Development Plan.
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Appendix 1: OP2 - East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven
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19. Other information
Please provide any other information that you would like us to consider in support of your
proposed development (please include details of any up-to-date supporting studies that have
been undertaken and attach copies e.g. Transport Appraisal, Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage
Impact Assessment, Peat/Soil Survey, Habitat/Biodiversity Assessment etc.)

Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statement:

tick

By completing this form I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the information provided in
this form for the purposes of identifying possible land for allocation in the next Local
Development Plan. I also agree that the information provided, other than contact details and
information that is deemed commercially sensitive (questions 1 to 3), can be made available to
the public.
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Appendix 2: OP6 - East Lodge, Ury Estate, Stonehaven
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19. Other information
Please provide any other information that you would like us to consider in support of your
proposed development (please include details of any up-to-date supporting studies that have
been undertaken and attach copies e.g. Transport Appraisal, Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage
Impact Assessment, Peat/Soil Survey, Habitat/Biodiversity Assessment etc.)

Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statement:

tick

By completing this form I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the information provided in
this form for the purposes of identifying possible land for allocation in the next Local
Development Plan. I also agree that the information provided, other than contact details and
information that is deemed commercially sensitive (questions 1 to 3), can be made available to
the public.
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Appendix 3: OP7 - Mackie Village, Ury Estate, Stonehaven
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19. Other information
Please provide any other information that you would like us to consider in support of your
proposed development (please include details of any up-to-date supporting studies that have
been undertaken and attach copies e.g. Transport Appraisal, Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage
Impact Assessment, Peat/Soil Survey, Habitat/Biodiversity Assessment etc.)

Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statement:

tick

By completing this form I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the information provided in
this form for the purposes of identifying possible land for allocation in the next Local
Development Plan. I also agree that the information provided, other than contact details and
information that is deemed commercially sensitive (questions 1 to 3), can be made available to
the public.
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